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RFMW Ltd., Opens Sales Office in Russia
10/15/2013 – San Jose, California: RFMW Ltd., today announced the opening of direct

sales offices in Russia. With locations in Moscow and St. Petersburg, the new sales organization
will support customers in the Russian Federation, Ukraine, Belarus, Armenia, Georgia and
Kazakhstan. RFMW is a specialized distributor that uniquely provides customers and suppliers
with focused distribution of RF/microwave components as well as customer specific component
engineering support. These direct sales offices allow RFMW to quickly and effectively introduce
products from RFMW’s suppliers into RF/microwave design centers and OEMs currently located
within these areas, and support the supply chain to contract manufacturing locations there or
worldwide.
According to Joel Levine, president of RFMW, “We are responding to this area’s rapidly growing
demand for commercial as well as military RF/microwave components. Led by Dmitry
Burmistrov as the Country Manager, RFMW Russia brings a sales/applications team of
technically experienced, local personnel to this market with specific customer, applications, and
product knowledge. These local, RF/microwave focused offices are empowered to quickly link
RFMW’s suppliers to the territory’s customers looking for leading edge, RF/microwave
components.”
Peter Saxby, European Sales Manager for RFMW added that “RFMW will leverage our cutting
edge, information technology system to enhance the support we provide to the Russian
market. We are able to provide customers and suppliers real-time, continuous information,
from initial inquiry to final invoice, using our closed-loop, global enterprise system. Linking this
tool directly to RFMW’s team of highly technical product managers allows us to efficiently
provide immediate answers to customers and suppliers. The end result is RFMW’s unique
ability to deliver state-of-the-art solutions that enhance both customer and supplier
satisfaction.”
About RFMW
RFMW Ltd. is a specialty electronics distribution company focused exclusively on serving
customers that require RF and microwave components and semiconductors, as well as
component engineering support. The company continues to expand its list of products from
selective suppliers with RF/microwave expertise. RFMW deploys a highly experienced,
technically skilled team to assist customers with component selection and fulfillment.
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To learn more about RFMW, visit their Website at www.rfmw.com, or call us at
1.877.FOR.RFMW (367-7369), or via e-mail at info@rfmw.com.
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